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Heart Walk brings out over 1,500 residents

Michael Paterson

Guest Reporter

This past week, the American Heart Association and the Heart Walk at the Daytona Beach Campus took place. The event was held to raise money for the Heart Association, to raise awareness about heart disease and stroke, and to provide education and research in those areas.

The campaign was organized by local businesses, including Publix, Walmart, and others, who donated $42,500 to the Heart Walk.

West Palm Beach

Walking into the Bandshell, there were two large, four-column billboards, a large screen, and a stage. There were two teams competing in the event, one from the Student Activities office and the other from the campus. The teams were divided into six groups, each with a different theme.

The event started with the first group, which consisted of students and faculty, walking around the campus. Then, the next group, made up of faculty members, walked around the campus and sang songs about heart health.

The last group, made up of students, walked around the campus and sang songs about heart health.

Heart Disease and Stroke Awareness

The American Heart Association is a national organization that focuses on educating people about heart disease and stroke. The organization was founded in 1921 and is dedicated to improving the health of Americans through education and research.

The American Heart Association provides education and research opportunities for students and faculty, as well as community events such as the Heart Walk.

Hybrid classes return to ERAU

SHIRLEY WATERHOUSE

WATERHOUSE VIEWS

Dr. Ashley Leal's Hybrid Learning course will allow students to have a semester of face-to-face and online classes.

Evidence-Based Practices in Online Learning

Evidence shows that learning in hybrid and online courses can be as effective as learning in traditional courses. According to Dr. Leal, the online component of the course allows students to learn at their own pace and in their own way, which is crucial in today's fast-paced world.

Dr. Leal's course includes a semester-long project that requires students to work with a mentor in their field of study. The mentor will provide feedback on the project, and the student will have the opportunity to learn from their mentor.

Dr. Leal's course also includes a peer review component, where students will be given the opportunity to review and provide feedback on each other's work.

The hybrid nature of the course also allows for flexibility in terms of the number of courses students can take. According to Dr. Leal, this flexibility is important in today's fast-paced world, where students often have to balance work, family, and school.

Dr. Leal's hybrid course is designed to be inclusive, with the goal of providing the best learning experience for all students. The course is available to all students, regardless of whether they prefer face-to-face or online learning.

The hybrid class is a great example of how technology can be used to enhance the learning experience for students. It also demonstrates the importance of flexibility in education, as students often have to balance work, family, and school.

For more information on Dr. Leal's course, please visit the ERAU website or contact the Office of Academic and Student Services.

"I think i t i m p 1 0 0 s t u d e n t s t a ke a c t i v e p a r t i c i p a t i o n f o r t h e University in decision making all sorts ofbursions and policies that affect the campus. It's a good thing possible and the message was received."

"The Office of Academic and Student Services were engaged regarding the new requirement and went through a series of bursions and policies that affect the campus. It's a good thing possible and the message was received."

Dr. Bailey offered several tips to students who want to volunteer throughout the 2011-2012 school year. She recommended that students sign up for the "Be a Volunteer for the day" program and that they contact the Office of Academic and Student Services for more information.

For more information on the "Be a Volunteer for the day" program, please visit the ERAU website or contact the Office of Academic and Student Services.
Political strategist shares newest book

Richard Weylkie
Staff Writer

Nationally recognized political strategist and author Dick Morris is once again in the spotlight. Morris is known for his book, "War is Peace: The Truth Behind George W. Bush's Lies," which was written in 2003, and has been making appearances to promote his newest book, "Sectumsempra!" The book is set to be released on October 11, 2010.

"Sectumsempra!" is a collection of quotes, sayings, and adages that Morris has found throughout his career. The book is aimed at giving the reader a glimpse into the mind of a political strategist and the author's thoughts on the current political climate.

"I believe that young people are the future of this country, and that it's important for them to know the truth," Morris said. "This book is a way for me to share some of the wisdom that I've gained throughout my career."
What Career Services does for you

Adria Abanes

COBG SA

The Career Services Office is here to support you! We have many resources and opportunities to help you in your job search including searching online for career opportunities, resume受到了在 2010 年 10 月 20 日。 Your experience is a great tool to help you get that interview or that dream offer. COBG SA, a club with a purpose. COBG SA is a great place to be. I will be there and will work closely with the LT department to improve the services to better the student body. I am involved in projects to eliminate the need of COBG building entrance, the COBG building, and the LT to the Career Services Office. I will be there to give you the opportunity to improve your resume and provide you with knowledge and tips that will help you with your job search. COBG SA is a great place to be. We are here to support you. The Career Services Office around the corner don’t miss out on these walk-up resume criticisms.”

First Fridays

Giacomo Maranino

COBG SA

On Friday, October 1, the SGA Industry Advisory Board, with the help of ERAU Dining Services, hosted First Fridays, an event that allowed students to network in our campus look better! Between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m., glasses and garbage bins were placed in the SGA office for those students who volunteered to collect garbage all over the facilities and residence halls of Our University. The idea behind First Fridays is to increase social interaction by allowing students to connect with each other around campus and remove it. Hopefully, this will encourage everyone at ERAU to

Ryan Vass

Associate Justice

Justice tip of the week: The new EagleHire website under Embry-Riddle has established a new online job search engine that is both safe and secure environment in the residence halls. These policies are designed to prevent or, and in case of an emergency, life threatening, or a violation of those policies by a student will lead to an immediate action through the Housing and Residence Life office. The SGA will also give you the ability to meet and network with other students who have an Honor Board hearing upcoming on their policy by residents.

Lacey Wallace

COBG SA

Your Embry-Riddle Counseling Center and Fitness Center are combining efforts on Wednesday October 13 to bring the general student body to have a variety of activities for students to alleviate the stress that you can experience. While at this event, any student can choose to meet with a counselor, sign up for classes, or ask any question they have about flight training.

This virtual program will allow you to provide you the information you may have. You have the ability to ask questions and receive feedback. I am happy to help everyone with your job search. COBG SA is here to support you.

“Flight Your Mood Day”

Cardo Gordo

COBG SA

The Flight Department has campus on head up there and just try it! The flight line is currently working on a bi-weekly basis and offers free sessions with their flight training. It is free to all students and has 24 hours a day on the flight line. The first forum will focus on the online resources that the Flight Department offers students on Blackboard, so we will have the opportunity to study and prepare for flight testing. The second forum will focus on flight line procedures. The forums are going to be held on the Student Court hearing.

Airways and one with Continental Airlines. I am re-elected to serve in SGA as a Representative for Sandeep Singh

COEB SA

Senior

Aerospace Engineering

Hi, I am Sandeep Singh (Nam) from Queens, NY. I am a Senior student at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University College of Engineering, Daytona Beach Campus. I am an amphibious two year officer in the United States Marine Corps in Aerospace Engineering with minors in Business Administration, Computer Science, and Mathematics. I will be working with the Environmental, Conservation Committee and the Earth Day committee as well as Ms. Giolitana for this semester. The meeting will be held for 20 minutes every Monday from 5 pm to 6 pm in the Lehman Building. The meeting will be open to everyone. I will be there working closely with the LT department to improve the services to better the student body. I am involved in projects to eliminate the need of COBG

Dear International Students,

If you are interested in making a difference, please join The International Student Programming Committee on Thursday, October 7 at 6:30 p.m. in COB # 270. It is open to anyone who is interested in making a difference. This discussion panel will give you the opportunity to hear from the people who are most interested in learning about flight training and career opportunities. If you have any questions regarding the job fair, please email us at gerasv@erau.edu.
Each regiment was separated from the majority of the show. After three years of hearing ROTC training and leadership skills are the ultimate test for the cadet leadership. This training is also known as the program, he/she will attend summer training, and complete the pledge classes this past September 27. The pledges. With 20 pledges at hand, the current cadet is set to provide this crop of freshmen the opportunity to get acquainted with their new big brothers, so the ceremony is set to take place on Monday September 27.

With the semester still in its first half and now, it is looking like Era lists will be planting their foot mark at the soil, so the brothers are excited to start the group of fun activities and camp events, such as with the other Fraternities and Sororities on campus! One of the events that the Brothers decided to hold this fall Pledge Week was a Warrior Forge building activity to demonstrate the type of leadership skills that Sigma Chi excels, which involved the task of building a house out of Popsicle sticks.

The Avion, October 5, 2010
Shelton Leonard

The motto of Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE) is to excel in Scholarship, Leadership and Gentlemen. The Lambda Beta chapter at the University of California, Riverside places great stress on the Brothers as leaders, a skill that is taught at any major university at the state. As result, their positions in the many of their club organizations like native further SIGE chapter is beyond the clubs and organizations, a large portion of our brothers hold positions within the Student Government Association and an individual that the Spanish and the University state. This article will introduce you to a few of our SGA brothers.

Joon Young Baek 9/25/10
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The New Blackboard

Brad Clancy
Sr. News Correspondent

The addition of a new Blackboard has made the transition back to school a little more difficult for both students and faculty. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University is currently using a beta version for Blackboard when students have been国家级. According to an anonymous source in the University, there will be some problems in the next few days as the semester is in progress. “It’s a bit of a panic,” the source said.

The version of Blackboard has some “surprises,” according to one source of Blackboard. “Some have complained that it is ‘fast,’ ‘slow,’ and ‘it just might be my computer working properly.’ Some have complained that it is ‘just fine,’ and others have said it is ‘too slow.’ However, some of the students have said it is ‘imperfect’ and ‘unstable.’ The new Blackboard has been in use for two days and is still being tested.

This version of Blackboard seems to be going pretty well, according to the user. “The Blackboard is easy to navigate and allows students to easily access their courses. The interface is well-designed and user-friendly. The new Blackboard seems to be a step forward in the education of students,” the user said.

However, the problems with the new version of Blackboard are not to be neglected. “There is nothing wrong with the current version of Blackboard,” the source said. “The new Blackboard is not yet ready for use in all courses. According to the user, there won’t be any significant changes in the next few days. The new version of Blackboard is expected to be launched in the upcoming semester. For now, students can continue to use the current version of Blackboard. The university has already taken steps to ensure that the transition is smooth for all students.

In conclusion, the new Blackboard seems to be a step forward in the education of students. The university has taken steps to ensure that the transition is smooth for all students. The new Blackboard is expected to be launched in the upcoming semester. For now, students can continue to use the current version of Blackboard. The university has already taken steps to ensure that the transition is smooth for all students.
Naishadh Vasjaliya
Masters Aerospace Engineering
"Design! That’s why I’m AE!"

Caleb French
Freshman Aerospace Engineering
"Design, I’m AE!"

Joshua Jones
Junior Air Traffic Management
"Fly the plane"

Ashutosh Dube
Freshman Aerospace Engineering
"Design the plane, hence why I’m AE!"

Sarah Wendt
Senior Aeronautical Science
"I want to fly the plane"

Carolina Santillan
Sophomore Aerospace Engineering
"I’d honestly switch it up and fix the plane!"

Would you rather design a plane, fly a plane, fix a plane or just look at planes?"
Virgin Galactic is a company that offers tourists a chance to fly into space on a suborbital trajectory. The company was founded in 2005 by Sir Richard Branson, business tycoon and founder of Virgin Group.

“We just finished building SpaceShipTwo. We are 18 months away from taking people into space,” said Sir Richard Branson, founder of Virgin Galactic.

Customers pay $200,000 to reserve a future ticket. Virgin Galactic has already collected $47 million in deposits from 335 future astronauts who are awaiting their turn to fly into space.

The SpaceShipTwo is carried to an altitude of about 50,000 feet by the mothership, a jet-powered aircraft called the White Knight Two. There, it is dropped. After falling a safe distance, the spacecraft fires its rocket motor for about 70 seconds, which blasts the spacecraft to 2,600 mph. The spacecraft then coasts to its peak altitude of about 68 miles, which is 6 miles above the Kármán line—the edge of space. At 80,000 feet, the spacecraft begins a 25-minute glide back to the spaceport.

Currently the company plans to build five SpaceShipTwo spacecraft. The first, the VSS Enterprise, was rolled out on December 7, 2009.

The SpaceShipTwo is based off the SpaceShipOne, which won the Ansari X-Prize in 2004. The Ansari X-Prize was a competition to develop the first re-usable non-government funded spacecraft.

~James Holt
When was the last time the airlines were hiring??  
*Add a Helicopter rating and add a Career*

We offer:
Private, Commercial, Instrument,
Airline Transport Pilot and
Certified Flight Instructor Courses under
FAR Part 61 and 141.

Discovery flights offered at a special
rate exclusively for ERAU students.
$200/half hr
Must show ERAU ID!
Please call in advance for scheduling.

Helicopter Flight Training
Ormond Beach Municipal Airport
www.tomlinsonaviation.com
Call us today!
1-877-FLY-HELO
Men’s Soccer beats Ave Maria 12-0

Two late goals get a victory for the Eagles

Felix and Rice face off in USTA/ITA finals

Tennis sweeps the USTA/ITA Florida Regional
**Upcoming Sporting Events**

**MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY**
- **Saturday, Oct. 9:** Disney Cross Country Classic Lake Buena Vista, Fla. TBA

**MEN’S GOLF**
- **Monday-Wednesday, Oct. 11-13:** NIU Shark Invitational West Palm Beach, Fla. TBA

**MEN’S HOCKEY**
- **Friday, Oct. 8:** vs FGCU Port Myers, Fla. TBA
- **Saturday, Oct. 9:** vs FGCU Port Myers, Fla. 6 p.m.

**MEN’S SOCCER**
- **Wednesday, Oct. 6:** vs Florida Memorial* Daytona Beach, Fla. 7 p.m.
- **Saturday, Oct. 9:** vs St. Thomas* Daytona Beach, Fla. 7 p.m.

**WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY**
- **Saturday, Oct. 9:** Disney Cross Country Classic Lake Buena Vista, Fla. TBA

**WOMEN’S GOLF**
- **Monday-Wednesday, Oct. 11-13:** NIU Shark Invitational West Palm Beach, Fla. TBA

**WOMEN’S SOCCER**
- **Friday, Oct. 1:** vs SCAD* Savannah, Ga. 6 p.m.
- **TBC Opponents**

**Embry-Riddle Athletics**
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**Sam Litchfield led ERAU in assists with four to go with his two goals on the night while Stefan Wolf found himself behind the Eagle defense and scored the first of his two goals after Kennedy had made a great save on a Wolf shot, but the goalkeeper was unable to control the ball and Conrad hampered it home to give the Knights a 2-0 advantage going into halftime.

Both teams had several opportunities in the second half, but it wasn’t until the 89th minute that Lynn was able to capitalize. Conrad put home his second goal of the game to put the Knights up 3-1. Men’s Cross Country will begin its season at the NAIA 17th-ranked Kentucky invitational on Friday, as ERAU will compete at 7 p.m. on Wednesday when the Eagles take on their Sun Conference opponent Ave Maria.

Kenny finished off with five saves in Friday night’s game against Lynn. The difference came from Lynn’s shots on goal advantage, 8-6.

**Eagles fall on the road to Lynn**

**Eagles defeat Ave Maria**

**Eagles advance to Regional Championship**

**Eagles defeat Ave Maria**

**Eagles advance to Regional Championship**
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**GOAL, Keeper KILE KENNEDY comes away with five saves in Friday night’s game against Lynn. The difference came from Lynn’s shots on goal advantage, 8-6.**
The Eagles used strong offense to capture two wins Friday and Saturday both with final scores of 7-4. Although the Eagles were frequently in the penalty box, the defense kept USC at bay with only four goals.

The Eagles take down Gamecocks

The Eagles took Friday’s game with two goals in the second half of play. Marthe Olsen and Lea Constancio scored goals in the 62nd and 63rd minute to lead the Eagles to a 2-0 win.

The Eagles sweep the USTA/ITA Regionals

The Eagles took home three regional titles, sweeping the USTA/ITA Florida Regional women’s tennis teams.

Tennis advances to quarterfinals

The Eagles will advance to the quarterfinals of the NCAA Division I Women’s Tennis Championships with the opportunity to win the culminating national championship this year. The team will face the top-seeded team in the next round.

Eagles take off line to send a long-range shot into the net in the game.

The goal seemed to give Florida momentum, but the Eagles continued to press the game offensively and were rewarded for their effort in the 97th minute. An unmarked Laura Nowak was able to get a hand to the ball, but it was slipped through both hands and deflected off the line before bouncing off of Allison Smalling.

The Eagles play their next conference game on the road in the first half, taking a 1-0 lead against the Lions when AliAbb and Lea Constancio scored goals in the 11th and 20th minute respectively.
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Do You Need A Job?
Do You Want Great Pay With Great Hours?

THIS MIGHT BE THE JOB FOR YOU.

Electronics company seeking eager ebay sales reps.

Must be registered with ebay for 2 years,
Have at least 100 positive feedbacks,
And be 96% - 100% positive.

If this is the position for you and you qualify

APPLY NOW!!!!!!!
www.maxintdistribution.com

No invesment required!
No upfront fees!

Make Easy Money At Home
Sign Up Right Now!
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Old hits, new life

Peter Tan

Guest Reporter

Released in 2001, Robbie Williams’ fourth Studio Album represents his take on the Great American Songbook, featuring covers of popular classics such as “Mack the Knife”, “Something Stupid” and “We’ll Meet Again”.

This album serves as a great introduction to Swing music and all fans of “Swing music” should give this album a listen. The swing purists might say that this does not do justice to the Rat Pack but the album brought Jazz into being and Swing is the main stream and is evidenced by its huge success in the UK and Europe, staying a record 83 weeks on the German’s Album Chart!

The first song, which is also the only original song, is the ode to the Rat Pack, with notable ones being “Good Year” with Frank Sinatra and Nicole Kidman, who also sang in Moulin Rouge, does an excellent duet with Robbie in the album, with notable ones being “My Way” and “Good Life”.

Overall, this is a good album, suitable for easy listening or to be played in the background when one is hosting a classy cocktails party or dinner. If you’re looking for something more relaxing or something different, you should give this blast to the past a try.
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The first song, which is also the only original song, is the ode to the Rat Pack, with notable ones being “Good Year” with Frank Sinatra and Nicole Kidman, who also sang in Moulin Rouge, does an excellent duet with Robbie in the album, with notable ones being “My Way” and “Good Life”.

Overall, this is a good album, suitable for easy listening or to be played in the background when one is hosting a classy cocktails party or dinner. If you’re looking for something more relaxing or something different, you should give this blast to the past a try.

The Avon Presents

Classic Films in Avation

The Dawn Patrol

1938, Warner Brothers

Directed by Edmund Goulding

Starring Errol Flynn, as pilot in the Royal Flying Corps over the turbulent trenches of World War One fighting the Germans and orders from headquarters.

The Wings of Eagles

1957, MGM

Directed by John Ford

John Wayne plays Naval Aviator Frank “Spig” Wead as he goes through his career in the golden age of aviation in the interwar years.

Strategic Air Command

1955, Paramount

Directed by Anthony Mann

James Stewart plays, WWII veteran, who returns to the assist in the formation of the SAC in the fledging USAF, while balancing home life.

No Highway in the Sky

1951, Twentieth Century-Fox

Directed by Henry Koster

James Stewart co-stars with Marlene Dietrich as an Aeronautical Engineer investigating a series of crashes on a newly introduced jet airliner, when he finds himself aboard one of the flawed aircraft.
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Submit a Classified

Simple 1-2-3

1. Go to avionnewspaper.campusave.com
2. Click on Advertise to open or create your Avion Newspaper classified account.
3. Go to Add Ads and select which type of classifieds you would like to post. Continue filling in all the information to your specifications.

DEERWOOD CONDO!
Owner financing available, completely remodeled 2BR, 2.5BA, fresh paint, new doors, fixtures, flooring, stainless steel appliances, maple wood cabinets, double mirrors, screened patio with washer/dryer hookups, community pool, nearby mall, hospitals & ERAU. $69,900. Call alumni, owner/broker Troy Speed, 386-334-2636.

New homes starting at $129,990. Great location near Embry Riddle, USDA Financing with no downpayment available. D.R. Horton has been named the #1 Builder in America for 8 years straight by Builder Magazine. D.R. Horton pays up to $7000 in Closing Costs with use of DHI Mortgage. Don’t miss this great opportunity to be near all the beaches while interest rates are at historic lows! Model open Mon.- Sat. 10-6 and Sunday 12-6. Take Dunlawton to Williamson North, Left on Town West to Coquina Cove model home. 386-761-0321. www.drhorton.com /D.R. Horton is an Equal Housing Opportunity builder.

HOUSING/ROOMMATES

Back to School Earn Big Bucks! Excellent Full/Part Time Job Placement! LEARN Bartending. Call: 386-673-8477, come to 1132 W. Granda Blvd. or visit www.Bartendersplus.com

Test Prep that fits your lifestyle.

Preparation is an aviator’s most valuable asset. At ASA it’s what we do. Our test prep products have been helping aspiring pilots achieve flight since 1947. In print or on the go—Test Prep to fit your lifestyle.

- Preparators’ iPhone Apps
  - The ultimate mobile learning solution.
- Test Prep Books
  - The leading resource for FAA Knowledge Exam preparation.
- Preparers’ CD-ROM Software
  - Comprehensive preparation test tool for your PC or Mac.
- Test Prep Bundles
  - Combines Test Prep book and Preparers’ Downloader for study flexibility and savings.

Training Starts Here.
Congratulations to Ravena Aburto for submitting a correctly completed crossword puzzle. Stop by The Avion office to claim your prize!

Before Next Issue: Enter The Avion crossword contest! Submit your completed crossword to The Avion office in SC 110 before Friday, October 8, at 5 p.m. to be considered. Only students can enter, please bring the completed crossword and your Student ID.

Sudoku

Easy

Medium

Hard

Crossword

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Congratulations to everyone who answered correctly!-hotdog, racket, training, coffee, violin, mount, forti, zebra, Meaningless word clue. 21. Shining bulb, 22. Igniting, 23. Illustrious.

Before Next Issue: Enter The Avion crossword contest! Submit your completed crossword to The Avion office in SC 110 before Friday, October 8, at 5 p.m. to be considered. Only students can enter, please bring the completed crossword and your Student ID.